Work Life Quality Role as A Variables of Knowledge Mediation, Spiritual Intelligence, And Attitudes Towards Nurse Performance in Applying Patient Safety (SKP)
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This study aims to analyse the significant influence together Knowledge, Spiritual Intelligence, and Attitude on the Quality of Work Life and the Impact on Nurse Performance in the Application of Patient Safety Targets at X Hospital either partially or simultaneously. The research methodology uses a quantitative approach with the path analysis method using the Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) equation. The sampling technique was carried out by saturated sampling (census) of 111 respondents based on the total population of nurses in the inpatient room. The results showed that Knowledge, Spiritual Intelligence, and Attitude had a significant influence together on the quality of work life and their impact on nurse performance. Thus, to improve nurse performance in implementing patient safety goals at X Hospital simultaneously such as knowledge has a significant positive effect on the quality of work life of nurses, spiritual intelligence has a significant positive effect on the quality of work life of nurses, attitudes have a significant positive effect on the quality of work life of nurses, knowledge has a significant positive effect on the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety goals, attitudes have a significant positive effect on the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety goals, and the quality of work life of nurses has a significant positive effect on the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety goals with seventh hypothesis. The findings of this study are that the quality of work life of nurses has a partially mediating role in the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety goals at X Hospital with 0.666 of correlation value. This is an increase in religious activities in kinship to form emotional bonds and commitment to nurses to behave calmly and patiently in implementing the Patient Safety Goals on an ongoing basis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The application of Patient Safety Goals (SKP) is currently a global and national issue for hospitals and is a very important component of the quality of health services [1, 2, 3]. One of the professions that plays a vital role in implementing SKP is a nurse [4]. Here, the running SKP, nurses must apply good and quality work principles [5]. However, many factors contribute to the quality of nurse performance so that they can affect patient safety. Some of these factors include the level of knowledge, attitudes, and spiritual intelligence [6, 7]. Here, nurses must have a good level of knowledge, a positive attitude, and sufficient spiritual intelligence to improve the quality of their performance which will then have a positive impact on patient safety [8, 9, 10]. However, a good level of knowledge, a positive attitude, and sufficient spiritual intelligence that nurses should have has not been given -
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much attention by hospital management as a regulator of health service providers. In previous studies, X Hospital throughout in 2019 have 1,439 patient safety incidents. Here, around 1,439 cases of 1,406 cases (97.71%) were classified as moderate (green grade) while 32 cases (2.22%) are categorized as a low category (blue grade), and 1 case (0.07%) category high (yellow grade). On the other hand, X Hospital won a plenary accreditation award from the Hospital Accreditation Commission since 2017. In addition, X Hospital also has a Hospital Patient Safety Team which consistently investigates the application of patient safety in the room. In this study also conducted interviews with 2 (two) nurses who were taken randomly. The first nurse expressed a lack of understanding of current correct patient safety practices. This nurse is only trying to carry out the procedure according to her habits without knowing whether it has met patient safety standards or not. Then, the second nurse said, she already
knew the principles of SKP, but in its application, she admitted that sometimes she was still negligent, for example forgetting to identify the patient before giving medication. The second nurse admits that if she is reminded of the meaning of her profession which has high value of worship, usually the nurse will be very careful in caring for the patient. Knowledge is information that can be known by someone with an understanding through a certain based on experience [11, 12]. Knowledge is not absolutely a single factor, there are also attitudinal factors that contribute. Sometimes there are nurses who actually have an adequate level of knowledge, but whose attitude is not suitable in building quality work so they risk neglecting their role in patient safety. Own attitude is the emergence of a person's reaction that comes from an evaluative combination of feelings and thoughts about a situation [13]. The nurses who have a positive attitude towards their work will show better quality caring for patients than those with negative attitudes [14]. The nurse with a positive attitude realizes how important this aspect of patient safety when a nurse have this positive attitude it will potentially affect their duties in implementing a stronger SKP.

Here, the level of knowledge and good attitudes possessed by a nurse is closely related to the implementation of optimal patient safety [15]. Another study also strengthens, that the better the knowledge and the more positive the attitude of a nurse, the more safety of patients in the hospital can be guaranteed [16]. In this study, also provides recommendations for how hospital management should be able to suitably address the needs of nurses for up-to-date conferences or training to improve their knowledge and attitudes towards patient safety. In addition, the knowledge and attitudes, also spiritual intelligence factors can be affected the quality of work of nurses. Spiritual intelligence is a level of depth in a person's thoughts and feelings about the meaning of life in this world [17]. Thus, high spiritual intelligence of nurse can be feeling the work life in the hospital is interpreted as worship so that she has the potential to carry out her duties as well as possible, including by not neglecting the task of carrying out SKP. In addition, the positive correlation between spiritual intelligence and the quality of nursing care.

2. METHODOLOGY

A. Nurse Knowledge
Knowledge is all forms of ideas, information, and data that have intellectual properties that are obtained from anything expressed or obtained from nature [18]. Here, the dimensions based on the International Patient Safety Goals from the Joint Commission International such as Correct patient identification (P1), Effective communication (P2), Safety of using drugs that require attention (P3), Ensuring safe operations (P4), Reduced risk of infection (P5), and Prevention of injuries from falls (P6) are analyzed in this study.

B. Spiritual Intelligence
Spiritual intelligence is a level of the depth of a person's thoughts and feelings about their life which are considered meaningful or not [19]. Dimensions based on The Spiritual Intelligence Self-Report Inventory such as Critical thinking (KC1), Discovery of the meaning of life (KC2), Spiritual awareness (KC3), and Development of consciousness (KC4) are analyzed in this study.

C. Attitude
Attitude is a positive or negative feeling from within a person that influences one's behavior towards a stimulus [20]. Here, the dimensions based on the Safety Attitude Questionnaire (SAQ) such as Cooperation (S1), Climate / safety atmosphere (S2), Job satisfaction (S3), Perceptions of management (S4), and working conditions (S5) are analyzed in this study.

D. Quality of Work Life
The quality of work life is the degree or range to which workers feel able to carry out their work comfortably supported by an ideal and responsive managerial work environment so that the work produced is of quality. Dimensions based on Brooks Quality of Nurses Work Life such as Dimensions of Work Life and its Relationship to Life at Home (Q1), Work Design Dimensions (Q2), Dimensions of Work Context (Q3), and Dimensions of the World of Work (Q4) are analyzed in this study [21].

E. Nurse Performance in SKP Application
The performance of nurses is an assessment of the activities of nurses during work with the characteristics of nursing work that is full of risks (shift work) but must still pay attention to patient safety [22]. SKP dimensions includes Contextual (KP1), Professional skills (KP2), Clinical skills (KP3), Interpersonal communication (KP4), Problem solving (KP5), Ethics (KP6), Teamwork (KP7), and Leadership (KP8). Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework for each parameter.

![Figure 1. Conceptual Framework](https://example.com/figure1.png)

Furthermore, we proposed the conceptual framework in seven hypotheses to obtain the result, as follows:

---
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H1: There is a significant influence together Knowledge, Spiritual Intelligence, and Attitude on the Quality of Work Life and the Impact on Nurse Performance in Implementing Patient Safety Targets at X Hospital simultaneously.

H2: There is a significant effect of knowledge on the quality of work life of nurses partially.

H3: There is a partially significant influence of spiritual intelligence on the quality of work life of nurses partially.

H4: There is a partially significant effect of attitudes on the quality of work life of nurses partially.

H5: There is a significant influence of knowledge on the performance of nurses in the application of patient safety goals partially.

H6: There is a significant effect of attitudes on the performance of nurses in partially implementing patient safety targets partially.

H7: There is a significant influence on the quality of work life of nurses on the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety targets partially.

In addition, we use a quantitative data approach with the path analysis method using the Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) equation. The sampling technique was carried out by saturated sampling (census) of 111 respondents based on the population of nurses in the inpatient room at X Hospital.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Respondent Characteristic

The total number of respondents is reached 111 respondents. Here, we obtain 19.82% male and 80.18% were female nurses. For the largest respondent, we proposed the age group also classified into productive age at the age of 20-30 years at 72.07% while the age of 31-40 years at 22.52% and those over 40 years old reached 5.41%. Based on the respondents’ data, we also obtain the education background of the most respondents in X Hospital. Here, the Diploma 3 (D3) of Nursing around 98.20% while Bachelor degree of Nursing Nurse around by 1.80%. On the other hand, the length of work of respondents at X Hospital were less than 10 years by 72.07% and the rest more than 10 years reached 27.93% (see Table I).

Table I. Validity and Reliability Testing Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Invalid</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual intelligence</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of work life</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse Performance in SKP Application</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.765</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Descriptive Statistics

The descriptive statistical results show the tendency of patients at X Hospital to be in the perception of agreeing to respond to the behavior of each variable is showed in Table II while Recapitulation of respondents’ statements is showed in Table III.

Table II. Descriptive Statistical Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge (Xi)</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual intelligence (Xi)</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>0.520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude (Xi)</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of work life (Xi)</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>0.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse Performance in SKP Application (Xi)</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>0.696</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III. Recapitulation of respondents’ statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Three Box Method Position</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>Nursing care knowledge and education have a positive effect on the application of SKP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Spiritual intelligence</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>With high spiritual intelligence, nurses can feel that their work life in the hospital is interpreted as worship so that they get calm and patience in carrying out nursing care actions in implementing SKP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>A positive attitude forms a good nurse competence in implementing SKP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Quality of Work Life</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>High quality of work life has a positive effect on the performance of nurses in implementing SKP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Nurse Performance in SKP Application</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>Nurse performance in implementing SKP is influenced by aspects of the quality of work life, competence, and intelligence of nurses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here, the patient's statements based on the results of the three-box method is obtained:

a) There are 3 (three) statements of knowledge variables which have a moderate category, namely drugs that are included as high alerts that must be validated by the nurse alone before being given to the patient; The writing on the patient identity bracelet only needs the patient's name and medical record number; and Concentrated drugs may be stored in the treatment room provided that they are monitored by a nurse

b) Overall spiritual intelligence variables get high categories where the most supportive statement is that I can find meaning and purpose in my daily experience and I recognize the qualities of people more meaningfully than body, personality or emotions

c) Overall statements of attitude variables get a moderate category. The lowest score from the moderate category according to the perception of nurses in order, namely I find it easy to convey complaints to colleagues when I am having problems related to the application of patient safety goals and this hospital can properly train new nurses to implement patient safety goals

d) There are 3 (three) statements of the quality of work life variables which are in the medium category, namely my income / salary at work is sufficient to meet my needs; My workload is too heavy; and I do a lot of non-nursing work

e) The highest category supports the variable performance of nurses in implementing SKP is I implement patient safety goals carefully and fully prepared and I solve patient problems related to patient safety quickly

**C. Path Analysis**

In this study, the Path Diagram serves to see the magnitude of the influence of each variable, both directly and indirectly on Nurses Performance at X Hospital. In testing data using AMOS, the chi-square result is 0.819 with degree of freedom approaching 1. It means that the model is close fit or sufficient (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Path Diagram](image)

In this study, H1 accepted at the AMOS output shows that there is a significant influence jointly with Knowledge, Spiritual Intelligence, and Attitudes on the Quality of Work Life and the Impact on Nurses Performance in Implementing Patient Safety at X Hospital simultaneously (see Table IV).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct Influence Between Variables</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>C.R.</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Work Life ~ Spiritual Intelligence</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>5.230</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>par_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Work Life ~ Attitude</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>4.480</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>par_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Work Life ~ Knowledge</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>7.528</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>par_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses Performance ~ Attitude</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>4.176</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>par_4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses Performance ~ Knowledge</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>3.654</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>par_5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses Performance ~ Quality of work life</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>5.525</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>par_6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**D. Mediation Testing**

Based on the direct influence of the structural coefficients / pathways that have been standardized (standardized direct effects) and the indirect effects of standardized indirect effects, the coefficient value of standardized indirect effects is lower than the standardized direct effects. These results indicate that the quality of work life of nurses acts as a mediating variable to indirectly influence knowledge, spiritual intelligence, and attitudes on nurses' performance in implementing patient safety goals. Furthermore, in hypothesis one there is a significant influence together Knowledge, Spiritual Intelligence, and Attitude on the Quality of Work Life and the Impact on Nurse Performance in Implementing Patient Safety at X Hospital simultaneously. Hypothesis 1 is accepted because the chi-square value is very small, indicating that there is no difference between the theory and the research model and the empirical data environment. This means that the variables between Knowledge, Spiritual Intelligence, and Attitudes as well as the Quality of Work Life have a joint effect on Nurse Performance in the Application of Patient Safety Targets at X Hospital to strengthen theory testing. In addition, the three-box method analysis is obtained as a Knowledge in the implementation of Patient Safety Goals (SKP). A high category, Spiritual Intelligence in the implementation of Patient Safety Goals (SKP) obtained from a high category and Attitudes in implementing Patient Safety Goals (SKP) over Medium category. Furthermore, the quality of work life gets a high category and the performance of nurses in implementing the Patient Safety Goals also gets a high category. The medium category for attitudes is due to the high workload causing some nurses to be unable to communicate well between rooms at the time of implementing the SKP and often the hospital management is not optimal enough to properly train new nurses to implement patient safety goals due to uncoordinated rotation of tasks between rooms. Good. On the other hand, the quality of work life according to the -
nurse's perception is getting good. Compared to other type C hospitals around the site, Hospital X has a good quality of work life. A good quality of work life tends to have an impact on the maximum performance of nurses in implementing patient safety goals (SKP) on an ongoing basis. Here, a human is an important factor in accidents, 88% of accidents are caused by human factors who carry out unsafe behavior and / or potential mechanical and physical hazards. The human factor is described as daydreaming, carelessness / neglect, and not following safety requirements. Here, the 3 domains such as cognitive domain, affective domain, and psychomotor domain are measured by knowledge, attitude, practice or action. The nurses as workers who are quite influential in the implementation of patient safety have at least 3 (three) factors that can affect the quality of their work life namely knowledge, attitudes, and spiritual intelligence. Knowledge and attitudes about the 6 (six) Patient Safety Goals (SKP) must be possessed by nurses properly and adequately in order to have a good quality of work life. Increasing the knowledge of nurses to improve performance can be done in several ways, namely by socialization, continuous training, and learning to a higher level of education. Through action and learning, a person will increase his self-confidence and dare to take a stand on something that will ultimately affect behavior.

Here, the results simultaneously show that knowledge attitudes and work experience together have a significant effect on employee performance. Thus, the relationship between the knowledge and attitudes of nurses and the implementation of patient safety in the inpatient room.

Furthermore, in hypothesis two there is a significant effect of knowledge on the quality of work life of nurses partially. Hypothesis 2 is accepted because the significance level is less than 0.05. These results reinforce hypothesis 2 developed in this study that there is a significant effect of knowledge on the quality of work life of nurses at X Hospital partially. The coefficient of direct effect of knowledge on the quality of work life of nurses is 0.656 value. The results of the analysis of the three box methods, the knowledge variable on average gets the high category and the quality of work life variable on average gets the high category. Medication statements including high alerts must be validated by the nurse alone before being given to the patient; Concentrated drugs may be stored in the treatment room as long as they are monitored by a nurse; and the contents of the writing on the patient's identity bracelet only need the patient's name and medical record number on the knowledge variable to obtain a moderate category. This shows that the safety dimension of drug use that requires attention to the knowledge variable as a whole is in the moderate category. The safety factor of drug use that requires the attention of nurses has the potential to influence the activities of the nurse who also does nursing care work that is not in the realm of nursing. The results of the path analysis showed a significant positive relationship between knowledge variables and the quality of work life. This relationship explains that the higher knowledge of nurses in implementing patient safety goals can improve the quality of their work life as well. Increased knowledge about medicines owned by nurses and documentation of clear patient bracelet recording accompanied by certain high alerts can improve the quality of work life in implementing SKP. The quality of work life approach seeks to meet the needs that are felt to be important for nurses by providing fair, fair, and supportive treatment; provide opportunities for each nurse to use their abilities to the full; provide opportunities to manifest themselves and provide opportunities to play an active role in making important decisions that involve their work [35]. Thus, this approach seeks to further utilize the skills and abilities of employees and provide an environment that encourages them to improve nursing care for patients. The idea is that nurses are human resources that need to be developed, not just used. The knowledge contributes more or less to the quality of a person's work life. Here, research show that the level of knowledge of nursing care and the better the ability to improve the quality of work life of nurses to take action on patients.

Furthermore, hypothesis three there is a significant effect of spiritual intelligence on the quality of work life of nurses partially. Hypothesis 3 is accepted because the level of significance is less than 0.05. These results reinforce hypothesis 3 developed in this study that there is a significant effect of spiritual intelligence on the quality of work life of nurses at X Hospital partially. The coefficient of direct effect of Spiritual Intelligence on the quality of work life of nurses is 0.433 value. The results of the three-box methods analysis show that all dimensions and statements of spiritual intelligence variables get high categories and the quality of work life variables on average get high categories. The calm and patience that results from the process of forming and developing spiritual intelligence in nurses affects their work context in the application of Patient Safety Goals (SKP). Nurses who have high spiritual intelligence will consider that every work activity means worship and is a part of their life duties that must be interpreted properly, so that the perception of the quality of work life is also getting better. RS X holds religious activities in a family manner that is developed by the hospital management every month and on major holidays. RS X provides meeting room facilities that are used for nurses to hold religious events or events such as inter-room gathering and monthly recitations. RS X encourages nurses to be able to interact well during religious activities. The results of the path analysis showed a significant positive relationship between spiritual intelligence and the quality of work life. This relationship explains that the higher the spiritual intelligence of nurses in implementing patient safety goals can improve the quality of their work life as well. Spiritual values that underlie the work of nurses can be used as the main capital for work, especially for overcoming tough problems and being able to accept the results of their work. Here, the one of the characteristics of a spiritually healthy person is
a person who has a socially responsible attitude, spiritually healthy people show a sense of concern for others [46]. Having an attitude of being willing to help when seeing the distress of others, seeing life realistically, obtaining spiritual meaning through his prosocial attitude, which is more giving than receiving and more concerned with the welfare of others. The influence between spiritual intelligence on the quality of work life of nurses.

Furthermore, hypothesis four there is a partially significant effect of attitudes on the quality of work life of nurses. Hypothesis 4 is accepted because the level of significance is less than 0.05. These results reinforce hypothesis 4 developed in this study that there is a partially significant effect of attitudes on the quality of work life of nurses at X Hospital. The coefficient of direct effect / attitude towards the quality of work life of nurses is 0.330 value. The results of the three-box method analysis show that all dimensions and statements of attitude variables get the medium category and the quality of work life variable on average gets high categories. My workload statement is too heavy; I do a lot of work that is not in the realm of nursing; and my income / salary at work is sufficient to meet my needs in the variable quality of work life for nurses to get a moderate category. The dimensions of the attitudes of nurses in inpatient rooms, which are in average category, are probably due to the existence of income / salary statements that some nurses feel is not sufficient to meet their life needs on the variable quality of work life. On the other hand, workloads that are not in the realm of nursing, such as administrative activities, are felt to hinder the quality of work life of the nurse in charge. The results of the path analysis showed a significant positive relationship with the attitude variable towards the quality of work life. This relationship explains that the higher the nurse's attitude in implementing patient safety goals can improve the quality of their work life as well. A positive attitude can affect the quality of nurses' work life. It’s shows that the negative attitude of nurses due to various factors, such as an unsupportive work environment, can then affect their perception of the quality of work life (dissatisfaction). Nurses who are supported by their colleagues to apply SKP properly will certainly have a better perception of the quality of work life. On the other hand, there is no significant relationship between knowledge, attitudes and quality of work life with the performance of nurses in implementing the Patient Safety System (SKP) in the hospital. The conclusion shows that there is no relationship between these variables because the attitudes and behavior of nurses have been formed at the beginning of education.

Furthermore, hypothesis five there is a significant influence of knowledge on the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety partially. Hypothesis 5 is accepted because the significance level is less than 0.05 value. These results reinforce hypothesis 5 developed in this study that there is a significant direct effect of knowledge on the performance of nurses in partially implementing patient safety targets at X Hospital. The coefficient of direct effect of knowledge on the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety goals at X Hospital is 0.440 value. The results of the three-box method analysis show that the dimensions of accuracy in identifying patients, the dimensions of effective communication, the dimensions of ensuring the safety of operations, the dimensions of reducing the risk of infection, and the dimensions of injury prevention due to falls in the knowledge variable get the high category. Likewise, the overall dimensions contained in the nurse's performance variable in the application of patient safety targets obtained a high category. The results of the path analysis showed that there was a significant positive relationship between the knowledge variable and the nurse's performance in the application of SKP. This relationship explains that the higher the knowledge of nurses in implementing patient safety goals, the better the nurse's performance. The higher the Knowledge, the more Patient Safety Implementation Performance will increase. This is as explained by the fact that the higher a person's level of knowledge, the more rational and creative he will be and open to accepting a variety of renewal efforts and being able to adapt to various renewals to something that comes from outside. Nurses' knowledge about patient safety encourages nurses to carry out actions according to patient safety SOPs so that they have an impact on the performance of patient safety implementation. This affects the organizational ability of X Hospital to improve quality through patient safety aspects influenced by individual factors. To optimize the development of individual nurses at X Hospital, efforts are needed to increase knowledge and special skills in the scope of patient safety. Reliable and good knowledge and skills generate confidence in a nurse so that it encourages nurses to take an active role in discussions with other health teams. Often ideas appear in patient care because with his knowledge it can provide motivation to be able to think critically and quickly make decisions, in overcoming patient problems and minimizing errors. Here, the high knowledge enables a nurse to act appropriately based on the latest science and standard procedures so that their performance in the hospital can be of high quality. The employee knowledge has a positive and significant effect on employee performance [64].

Furthermore, hypothesis six there is a significant effect of attitudes on the performance of nurses in partially implementing patient safety. Hypothesis 6 is accepted because the significance level is less than 0.05. These results reinforce the hypothesis 6 developed in this study that there is a significant direct effect of attitudes on the performance of nurses in partially implementing patient safety targets at X Hospital. The direct effect coefficient of attitudes towards the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety targets at X Hospital is 0.380 value. The results of the three-box method analysis obtained the overall dimensions of climate cooperation / safety atmosphere, the dimensions of job satisfaction,
perceptions of management, the dimensions of working conditions in the attitude variable obtained the moderate category, on the other hand the overall dimensions contained in the nurse performance variable in the application of patient safety targets obtained the high category. The lowest index for the statement of attitude variables according to the perception of nurses is that I find it easy to convey complaints to colleagues when I am having problems related to the application of patient safety goals and this hospital can properly train new nurses to implement patient safety goals. Hospital X needs to improve the attitude training program in implementing SKP which has the aim of increasing knowledge and skills as the criteria for the success of the overall health program. The results of the path analysis showed a significant positive relationship with the attitude variable towards nurses' performance in implementing SKP. This relationship explains that the higher the nurse's attitude in implementing patient safety goals can improve the nurse's performance well. An attitude has not been automatically manifested in an action. In order to turn an attitude into a real action, it requires supporting factors or a possible condition, including facilities and support factors from other parties. The highest level of attitude is adaptation, which is an action that has developed well, meaning that the action has been modified itself without reducing the correctness of the action. Nurse's attitude positively affects the nurse's performance in implementing patient safety goals. Here, a nurse's good attitude is closely related to optimal patient safety implementation. Nurses who have a positive attitude towards their work will show better caring quality for patients than those with negative attitudes. The nurse with a positive attitude realizes how important this aspect of patient safety is. When nurses have this positive attitude, it will have the potential to influence their duties in implementing a stronger SKP [67]. Here, the employee attitudes have a positive and significant effect on employee performance.

Furthermore, hypothesis seven there is a significant influence on the quality of work life of nurses on the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety partially. Hypothesis 7 is accepted because the significance level is less than 0.05. These results reinforce hypothesis 7 developed in this study that there is a significant influence on the quality of the work life of nurses on the performance of nurses in partially implementing patient safety targets at X Hospital. The coefficient of direct effect / direct effect on the quality of work life of nurses on the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety targets at X Hospital is 0.532 value. Based on the results of the three box method analysis, it is obtained that the overall dimensions of work life and its relation to life at home, work design dimensions, work context dimensions, work world dimensions on the quality of work life variables get a high category and the overall dimensions of contextual, professional skills dimensions, dimensions of clinical skills, Interpersonal communication dimensions, problem solving dimensions, ethical dimensions, teamwork dimensions, and leadership dimensions on nurse performance in implementing patient safety targets dominantly get a high category. The results of the index analysis also show the components of quality of life that must be improved to achieve job satisfaction of nurses in inpatient rooms, namely high workloads, nurses doing work that is not in the realm of nursing, and compensation given by the company to employees. A high quality of work life must be supported by balanced compensation. These results support the theory that the reward system given to employees must be appropriate, fair and adequate, meaning that the benefits provided by the organization to the employees concerned are in accordance with the wages and payroll standards applicable in the work market. The amount of compensation reflects the status, recognition and level of fulfillment of needs enjoyed by employees and their families. The amount of compensation reflects the status, recognition and level of fulfillment of needs enjoyed by employees and their families. This can be categorized as one of the problems faced by nurses, namely the lack of incentives received by nurses. The results of the path analysis showed a significant positive relationship between the quality of work life and the performance of nurses in implementing SKP. This relationship explains that the higher the quality of work life of nurses in implementing patient safety goals, the better the performance of nurses. A pleasant and healthy work environment can be formed by the behavior of a balanced nurse's lifestyle so that it can affect the health status and quality of the work life of the nurse and ultimately form a high performance. The condition of a person's health status is inseparable from the state of his family's health history such as self-development towards adulthood which shapes the level of health and plays a large role in the ability to work [71]. Health is the main capital for work so that the maintenance of nurses' health will make them have enough work resilience or stamina to work which can be the basis for the quality of life of a nurse at work. Good quality of work life of nurses has an influence on the application of nurse's SKP. Through a good quality of work life for nurses, the work productivity of nurses in the hospital will also be better [72].

4. CONCLUSIONS
Knowledge, Spiritual Intelligence, and Attitude simultaneously have a significant influence on the Quality of Work Life and the Impact on Nurse Performance in Implementing Patient Safety Targets at X Hospital simultaneously; Knowledge has a significant positive effect on the quality of nurses' work life; Spiritual intelligence has a significant positive effect on the quality of work life of nurses; Attitudes have a significant positive effect on the quality of work life of nurses; Knowledge has a significant positive effect on the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety goals; Attitudes have a significant positive effect on the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety goals; and the quality of work
life of nurses has a significant positive effect on the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety goals. The findings of this study are that the quality of work life of nurses has a partially mediating role in the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety goals. The existence of kinship religious activities that the hospital management develops every month and on holidays forms an emotional bond and commitment to nurses to behave calmly and patiently in implementing the Patient Safety Goals on an ongoing basis. Furthermore, the knowledge with high category and attitude with medium category towards nurse performance in applying patient safety goals with high category indirectly mediated by the quality of work life with high category has a better effect than directly. The quality of the work life of nurses acts as a partial mediation variable to indirectly influence knowledge, spiritual intelligence, and attitudes on the performance of nurses in implementing patient safety goals at X Hospital. Quality of work life as a process where the organization responds to employee needs by developing a mechanism that allows employees to share in making decisions that shape their work life. Thus, we proposed the managerial implication for X hospital such as First, X Hospital develops attitudes and commitment to patient safety culture through increasing the promotion of safety culture, improving patient safety management systems. Second, X Hospital strengthen training programs and attitude training program to improve the quality of work life through a work environment creation program that forms harmonious teamwork and is committed to developing cooperation between units and between professions. Third, X Hospital increases family religious activities every month or on major holidays and organize recreational activities/refreshing activities. Fourth, X Hospital provides a renumeration system that is given to employees in a fair, fair and adequate manner in accordance with applicable wage and wage standards.
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